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The cover colors of this issue pay tribute to the flag of Mexico.
Cancun is the site of our April , 2005 tour and workshop.
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Choose Free, Silver,
Gold, or Platinum

One more year of Nikonians.
One more year of intense activity.
One more year of rewarding experiences.
GROWTH AND STICKINESS

NEW SERVERS.

In 2004, registered membership continued
to grow at a steady 5% per month, members
who today represent more than 130
countries; but more important, “stickiness”
had a tremendous rise.
At the closing of last year, on the average,
each of our community members read 110
of our pages per month, and of course we
were elated. Notwithstanding the impressive
figure, by October that number had risen to
almost 250. That is more than 20 times the
pages read by an average reader of a wellknown monthly photography magazine and
has caught the eye of shrewd advertisers.
So, yes, we are most addictive. Very
rewarding and a tribute to both our rich
content, the quality of the advice –especially
when it comes to spending hard earned
money- and the friendly atmosphere
staunchly enforced by our dedicated
moderators team of over 40 photographers
who take this task as seriously as they do
guiding and mentoring. This in itself is
another most pleasing reward to our efforts.
The above mentioned stickiness level has
made our traffic to triple that of December
2003. Most rewarding too, in a year where
most photography related sites are
declining.

Fortunately we were prepared for this traffic
growth and seamlessly migrated into faster
and bigger servers in July, in less than half a
day, proving that good planning pays. One
more rewarding experience.

Are you a Member?
Choose Free, Silver,
Gold, or Platinum

TOURS, WORKSHOPS,
EVENTS AND MEETINGS
In April we celebrated our 4th anniversary
with an expeditionary task force into the
Mayan Riviera and Jungle in preparation
for our Spring Mexico 2005 Mayan Tour &
Workshop. What a trip! The level of individual
satisfaction was very high and to prove that
we have their splendid images and most
gracious testimonials that make us blush.
Another rewarding experience and very
likely a prelude to more this coming spring.
In October of 2004, our 4th Annual Nikonians
Photo Adventure Tour (ANPAT) took place
in the Rocky Mountain National Park in
Colorado, USA. The breathtaking scenery, and
the accumulated experience of the previous
ANPATs, combined with the dedicated
professional effort of the Tour Leader, Rick
Walker, our Marketing Director, made this
the best ANPAT ever, according to the
testimonials received. Hard to accomplish,
given the success of the previous one in
Manitoba, Canada, lead by Chris Gray, now
our Strategic Partnerships & Advertising
Director. Once again, a most rewarding
experience, accompanied by the pleasure of
having these pair of professionals join the
Marketing Team.
Continued next page
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Our 5th Year Serving Nikonians
We are expanding our workshops both in
the Americas and in Europe. An example of
this is the Spring 2005 Tour and Workshop to
Helgoland, Germany, a birders paradise.
Also, special events are in the planning
stages both in Europe, and the Americas. We
plan to have more of these events.

NIKONIANS PHOTO PRO SHOP
In January 2004 our online store opened
its virtual doors offering top quality
photography equipment. We are now a
global outlet for Markins ballheads, Markins
camera plates and Kirk L-brackets, camera
plates, replacement lenses tripod collars, and
many other items. Nikonians high quality
merchandise is also available. We deliver
in North America from our warehouse in
Virginia and to Europe from our main office
in Germany. We will continue to work to add
to fine photographic products to the stock
line. It takes a lot of work, but, once again,
a rewarding experience of many satisfied
Nikonians. See next page for a few new
products.

WHAT LIES AHEAD
The list of our projects is long. But all are
to contribute to make this our community
stronger, wider and bigger, an interesting
and fun place to be, the Worldwide Home for
Nikon photographers.
We thank you all for making it possible.
Bo Stahlbrandt & J. Ramon Palacios
Nikonians Founders

It was an interesting year –at times in
the Mandarin sense- nevertheless a fun
and most rewarding year, filled with the
satisfaction of making this the community
we dreamed it could be for Nikon users!

Special thanks to :
Jeremy Bourassa,
James Egbert,
James Balog,
Neil van Niekerk,
Albert Coo and
Maya Rushing Walker
for their help in making
this issue of the Nikonian
possible.
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Choose Free, Silver,
Gold, or Platinum

NIKONIANS PHOTO CONTEST
Re-instated in 2004, it is drawing more and
more participants every month and more
viewers into our galleries, fulfilling our hope
for a prestigious contest. See page 17 for
this year’s exciting prizes for the soon to
be announced Annual Awards. Yet another
rewarding experience. See cover and page
16 for all of last year’s winners.

LOOKING BACK ON 2004

New Nikon F6 items from Kirk are now
available at the Nikonians Pro Shop
Nikon F6 plates
PZ-99 (for use without MB-40)

https://www.photoproshop.com/product_
info.php/products_id/203
PZ-100 (for use with MB-40)

https://www.photoproshop.com/product_
info.php/products_id/204
Nikon F6 bracket BL-F6 for use without the
MB-40

Markins Ball Heads
We carry all combinations of Markins ball
heads, both the Regular (Right) and Special
(Left) versions. Choose from:

M10 Regular
M10-NQS Regular without clamp
M10L Left handed (Special) version
M10L-NQS Left handed (Special) version
without clamp
M20 Regular
M20-NQS Regular without clamp
M20L Left handed (Special) version
M20L-NQS Left handed (Special) version
without clamp

More info about Markins Ball Heads
https://www.photoproshop.com/index.php/
cPath/21

European Pro’s don’t need to pay VAT

https://www.photoproshop.com/product_
info.php/products_id/199

If you are a pro (with a VAT ID), you don’t
need to pay the 16% VAT in the Pro
Shop. Just include your complete VAT
ID in the comment field when ordering.
Orders outside the European Union are
automatically VAT exempt.

The new Nikon F6 bracket for use with the
MB-40 will be available soon
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North Sea & Mayan Adventures
Nikonian Workshops – Camaraderie & Learning
After reviewing the impressions of the participants of the
4th Annual Nikonians Photo Adventure -some are presented
in this issue- and the Expeditionary Task Force into the
Mayan Jungle, it became more than evident that our own
feelings about these events are shared by all participants and
centered around two themes: camaraderie and learning.
They all mentioned how great it was in terms of the
camaraderie these events enhance –beyond of that
developed at the forums- by now adding faces and voices to
usernames, cementing those friendships. And the learning:
the unselfish exchange of tips, tricks, and specific knowledge
about camera bodies, lenses, accessories and techniques,
goes on all the time at these events, both in the formal group
sessions and informally. This combination makes for a unique experience, not found in
typical commercial workshops and tours offerings.
The exclusive bond of all being Nikon users and Nikonians community member
ensures a most pleasurable experience and better images in a fully dedicated
environment, fully dedicated to make greater photos. The now available 4th ANPAT CDROM shows spectacular results.
As a consequence, we decided we
must bring more opportunities for
these experiences to our fellow
Nikonians. A Workshops Team has been
officially formed and it is our pleasure
to announce the distinguished added
participation of Nikonians Bob Johnson
(bobj) and James H. Egbert (jhegbert)
from the USA, Claus Brandt (CB) and
Pascal Baetens (pbaetens) from Europe.
Forthcoming workshops and tours will range from a weekend or long weekend to a
full week or more, as in the case of the Mexico 2005 Mayan Tour and Workshop which
will be led by our founders themselves J Ramon Palacios (jrp) and Bo Stahlbrandt (bgs).
Claus Brandt will lead the Helgoland Tour and Workshop in Germany, others will be
announced soon.
Please welcome to the Nikonians Workshops Team, Bob, James, Claus and Pascal.
To keep track of our plans visit www.greaterphoto.com frequently.

•
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Sign up now for one of our
2005 Tours & Workshop

Cancun, Mexico

April 2005 Tour & Workshop
“Sun, Pyramids, Wildlife & Lovely Models”
Meet fellow Nikonians and photograph
millenarian monuments in light conditions
seldom available due to permit restrictions.
Relax in spectacular weather and have
a good time making new friends while
increasing your shooting knowledge.

On arrival/reception day a welcome dinner
is scheduled. On departure day nothing is
scheduled except for a Continental breakfast
for those that may have the time.
We will visit Mayan archaeological sites as
no tourist sees them, at dawn/sunrise and
sunset times. We will have special permits for
early and late access, tripod use and a guide at
these off hours.
The Workshop
We have made arrangements to start the tour
with a beach fashion photography workshop,
which includes live model portfolio photo
sessions (bikinied / gowned).
Contest
A contest will be held to select the best 10
photographers for each model.
As it is now customary, a commemorative
CD-ROM will be produced with the best shots
from all participants.

Join us to celebrate our 5th Anniversary and
Winter in the Sun at a dream destination .
Arranged as an all-included photo
expedition and workshop, (transportation /
accommodations / meals / models / tips), we
will be moving from one location to another,
staying at three different hotels to avoid too
long drives.
Extras are film, film processing, single
occupancy supplement, and whatever you
may want to bring back.
This tour and workshop is limited to a
maximum of 30 participants and could be
further reduced.
Agenda
Port of entry: CANCUN, QUINTANA ROO,
MEXICO (Airport Id code: CUN)

Sign up now for the 2005
Nikonians Mayan Adventure

Although we want these trips to be very
productive, we also want them to be
unstressed, so there should be some time for
good siestas, and a day with free time on your
own for beach strolling, swimming, snorkeling,
etc., or just laying by the pool, maybe sipping
from a coconut.
Group Size
Group size is limited to 30 and may be
reduced further.
Cost contribution
Cost contribution starts at US $1,035 for this
workshop. For more details or to reserve
space please follow the link below:

Cancun Workshop

•
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Helgoland Island, Germany

April 2005 Tour & Workshop

“North Sea Sun, Birds & Seals”
Join and learn from fellow Nikonians at one of
the best Springtime areas for bird photography
in Northern Europe. Capture courting Guillemot,
Kittiwakes and Northern Gannets, plus photograph
Gray and Harbour seals at The Dune.
Workshop leader Claus Brandt (CB).
Is a freelance nature photographer
living in Bonn, Germany. His photo
experience began at the age of
8. Now totally focused on wildlife
photography, his images go well
beyond superficial documentary
records. Emotional and artistic,
his pictures attempt to portray an
awareness of the great beauty and
diversity of the world’s ecological
treasures.

Helgoland is famous for its unique and tremendous
flora and fauna. Especially its “Birds-Rock”, the giant
“Lummenfelsen”, attracts birds and birders from all
over the world.
The rock is named after the high-sea Guillemot
birds, which breed there in exceptionally large
numbers (5 to 10 thousand couples) in the second
half of April and lay their only egg in nests at breathtaking heights.
Before able to fly, in the summer, the brave little
ones jump off the rock from about 40 meters into
the sea. Once there, the parents take care of the
young on route to Scandinavia.

More info: http://www.greaterphoto.com

•

“From the West, a description of the Island of Helgoland reaches me both in terms of the beautiful
instances of inorganic an organic nature, the consolidated values of prehistoric life, and in terms
of still fresh evidence for the survival and work of the eternal spirit of the age.”
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 24th October, 1827
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Helgoland is a VAT-free zone, a
paradise for duty free shoppers.

Nikonian Membership Levels
Nikonians offers several levels of

membership. Of course there is the free
membership, but we invite you to enjoy
the fun and benefits of Silver (Gold, and
Platinum) membership. Not only do you
contribute to support the cost of keeping
Nikonians operational, but you also receive
your own space in the Member Galleries
to share your pictures. That is in addition
to posting your pictures in the forums for
helpful critique or for sharing. Depending on
the membership level you also benefit from
discounted access to Nikonians Events and
Workshops.
Please, refer to the following list for a
detailed summary of membership benefits:

Free Membership

Free of charge. You can access the forums,
ask questions and help others by providing
information.

Silver Membership

We thank you at this level of membership
with:
+ Image Gallery. The members galleries are
located on the high performance Nikonians
gallery server, where you can upload and
manage your own images. 15Mbyte of space
is enough to hold e.g. 200 x 75Kbyte images
or 100 x 150Kbyte images.
+ Access to Nikonians Events and
Conventions
+ Access to Nikonians Photo Tours and
Workshops
+ Image upload in forums
+ Access to “classifieds section.”
Silver Membership is 25 US Dollars per year.

Choose Free, Silver,
Gold, or Platinum

Gold Membership

This membership level comes among
others with more gallery space and the new
Nikonians ID card.
+ Image Gallery like in Silver Membership,
but with 50Mbyte space, equivalent to 660 x
75Kbyte images or 330 x 150 Kbyte images.
+ Access to Nikonians Events and
Conventions and 50% off on the fee
+ Access to Nikonians Photo Tours and
Workshops and up to 10% off on the price
+ The exclusive Nikonian Photographer ID
+ Access to “classifieds section.”
The Gold Membership is 75 US Dollars per
year.

Platinum Membership

The most exclusive membership level comes
with a very large gallery, free access to
Events and Conventions and other benefits:
+ Image Gallery like in Gold Membership, but
with 200Mbyte space, equivalent to 2500 x
75Kbyte images or 1250 x 150 Kbyte images.
+ Free Access to Nikonians Events and
Conventions
+ Access to Nikonians Photo Tours and
Workshops and up to 10% off on the price
+ The exclusive Nikonian Photographer ID
+ Nikonians ANPAT CD-ROM Collection
(currently 2 CD’s)
+ Access to “classifieds section.”
The Platinum Membership is 200 US Dollars
per year.
To get your Silver, Gold or Platinum
Nikonians membership, or to upgrade your
current Silver membership, please visit this
link: Membership

•
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Rocky Mountain ANPAT Review:

4th Annual Nikonian Adventure Trip

We returned from the Rocky Mountain National Park in Colorado where the 2004
annual nature photography get together was held, with a smiles on our faces and
many great pictures. You can see the best nine images from each participant in
our commemorative 4th ANPAT CD-ROM and a few first impressions appear in the
galleries. We asked all for feedback. Below, randomly picked excerpts from 6 of the 24
participants.
“The 4th ANPAT – it was
a great trip. A group of
people from all over the
world coming together in
a beautiful setting to share
their love of photography
is an amazing thing.
Sharing their love of Nikon photography
makes it even more amazing…. Having
been at the Manitoba ANPAT last year, this
was my second ANPAT in a row. Definitely
recommended.”
Bob Johnson (bobj)
Nikonian in Seattle, Washington, USA
“A great bunch of
Nikonians who shot with
film or digital or even both.
We had self-professed
beginners to professionals.
Gear ranged from Coolpix
5400 to D2H on the digital
side and N80’s to F5’s on the film side. …
What impressed me was the almost instant
comradeship that was formed among the
participants. The sharing of tips, techniques,
and equipment was a daily occurrence
during our shoots. Everyone had the
opportunity to take away with them great
images. I feel that we do not express to our
members these types of benefits enough.
Sure the locations are great but it is all
the other benefits that you don’t find in
commercial shoots like this. Our bonds are
Nikons and Nikonians. So the next time you
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read about an upcoming ANPAT. Don’t give it
a cursory, “I’ve been there” or “That seems like
a lot of money” or “What will I get out of it”
and let it go by. These events are structured
to enable each participant to get the best
from it they can. They offer far more than a
great place to go.”
Chris Gray (wpgf100)
Nikonian in Manitoba, Canada
“The camaraderie was unbelievable. The
wealth of information and variety of photo
locations was excellent…
The best part was having
20+ brothers to have
such a great time with… I
slopped through mud, was
trudging through kneehigh grassy meadows,
maneuvered ice and
snow, scrambled around fallen tress and
prickly bushes. I sat on a rock that felt
like a block of ice to wait for the sunrise,
draped myself belly down over boulders,
slid down embankments and mastered
plowing through undergrowth without
disturbing the flora just as my peers did.
And I loved every minute of it! …. I tried
new approaches to composition and my
resulting slides were the proof of where I did
well and where I need to polish my skills…
This was my first time ‘shooting’ wildlife! ...
Incredibly, for the next ANPAT, if I am so lucky
as to be able to attend, I’m now armed with
information and experience to have an even
better time!”
Marilyn Kingsley (Marilynjean)
Nikonian in Oakland, California, USA

“

I enjoyed the camaraderie of fellow image-makers more than the actual photography.

“This was a great week
of photography and
camaraderie. It was truly
amazing to see a group
of people come together
so quickly. Despite widely
different backgrounds or
experience levels, it didn’t
matter. More experienced photographers
helped junior ones and everyone was
supportive of each other. When I think back
on the ANPAT, I tend to think more about
the people I met and the friends I made
than anything else. That says a lot given the
gorgeous scenery that surrounded us. On
the other hand, there was that one morning
at Dream Lake…”
Rick Walker (walkerr),
Nikonian in Colorado, USA
“Generally, I prefer taking
pictures alone. Nobody to
wait for, nobody waiting
for me. But the experience
with the 4th ANPAT group
was more than worth
putting those preferences
aside. The friendships, the laughs, and
sharing information and ideas made this
a memorable and extremely worthwhile
week. The wide experience range of the
participants allowed me to both learn and to
help others. There is no doubt I came away a
better photographer than I was at the start
of the week.”
Cliff Lawson (CliffL),
Nikonian in Colorado, USA

”

“It was with great
anxiety and trepidation
that I traveled to Denver
to meet what I knew
were outstanding
photographers. I, who
had only been seriously
photographing since
2001, was placing myself in the midst a
bunch of semi-professional experienced
photographers. My fears were very quickly
laid to rest upon meeting Bo, Ramon, and
Rick at the airport because they were
real down-to-earth nice guys! Then came
the introductions to my fellow ANPAT4
colleagues – What a great group of
people! I originally was strictly interested
in the photographic opportunity of Rocky
Mountain National Park, but I found that I
enjoyed the camaraderie of fellow imagemakers more than the actual photography.
We looked out for each other, taught
and learned from one another, and kept
ourselves awake in those very early van
rides. I have to publicly confess that I had
never taken a sunrise photograph before this
trip. I don’t do mornings very well….. I hope
to be able to share again a week with fellow
Nikonians as we collectively try to capture
the world in images that are uniquely ours.”
Rick Matheny (RHMJR2),
Nikonian in Connecticut, USA
Our deepest thanks to all for their
comments. Our special gratitude to Rick
Walker, Nikonians Director of Marketing,
for his dedication and devotion for the
very successful organizing and leading of
this photo adventure.
Bo & JRP

•
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The “Tree” Book to end all tree books
James Balog chooses his equipment

to suit the subject, anything from the US
$16.99 plastic Holga to a large format field
camera. But it’s his choice of Nikon digitals
that took Jim and his latest book to a higher
level. Here in his own words are a few
excerpted sentences from his treatise on
photographing “Stagg” the Giant sequoia
tree at Camp Nelson, California.

hard drive and two flash cards in the little
pouches sewn to my harness, and was ready
to begin.
“My digital Nikon essentially acted as
a freeze-frame motion picture camera. I
panned horizontally, shooting eight frames
from the left of Stagg all the way to the
right. Then I rappelled down fifteen feet
and repeated the process, Over and over I
descended in measured increments so that
no twig went unrecorded. After each flash
card in the camera filled up, the images had
to be uploaded into the portable hard drive.
Simultaneously, I shot on a second card.
Once it too was full, I erased the first card, put
it back in the camera, and kept going. The
original exposures thus were wiped away
as I descended. I could only pray that the
electronics were working properly.

© Billy Ellyson
“Twenty five stories above the earth,
where the climbing rope clipped into the
traverse rope, I couldn’t help marveling
at how strange was the compulsion that
brought me to this solitary point in threedimensional space; my life depended on two
$16 loops of aluminum no bigger than my
pinkie.
“On this December day the thermometer
was barely above freezing. Rain began;
it went on without letup until nightfall
when it changed to heavy snow. I carefully
clipped myself into a rappelling device, then
unclipped my foot loops and chest harness
from the rope. I untangled my camera
from the thicket of nylon slings around my
neck, rearranged a five-gigabyte portable
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© Jim Spickler
“The rain thickened. Electronics got wetter.
Icy moisture soaked me to the skin through
a full-body Gore-Tex suit and two layers of
fleece. When my boot soles touched ground,
after nearly four hours in the air, my legs
were numb, and for a few minutes I couldn’t
stand properly. Four hundred fifty-one
frames had apparently been transferred to
the hard drive. But not until I reached our
Continued next page

“

My digital Nikon essentially acted as a freeze-frame motion picture camera.

”

cabin, long after we’d pulled the ropes
from the sequoia and my rigging team had
dispersed, did I know if the fickle electronic
images had survived intact.
“I can happily say that they did. Back in the
studio a week later, my keyboard-tapping
fingers digitally rebuilt Stagg. Stitching
a reasonable semblance of the arboreal
tapestry together required two weeks;
perfecting it took four more. Watching the
sequoia emerge was a revelation, since I
had never actually seen the whole tree, but
only fragments as I climbed or rappelled
through the forest.”
Perhaps the most respected and
innovative nature photographer at work on
our planet today, Jim Balog has embraced
the potential of digital imaging with fervor.
His latest provocative work has been
critically acclaimed worldwide.
For over 20 years Jim has created books
and exhibits, while contributing to
publications by National Geographic,
Time, Smithsonian, Stern, Audubon and
scores of others. Exhibits and collections
have included the Centre Nationale de
la Photographie (Paris), the International
Center of Photography (New York), the
Corcoran Gallery (Washington DC) and
Musee de
d’Elysee
(Switzerland).
He was the first
photographer
commissioned
to create
a series of
postage
stamps
(endangered
species) for
the U.S. Postal
Service.
Continued next page
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“

I have always believed that books were a place to do
special and innovative, interesting work.

”

Although originally
known and highly
regarded for
his conceptual
advances in animal
photography his
newer work has
evolved to include all
of nature.
Trained as a biologist
and geologist his love
for photography came from trying to record
the wonder he saw as a mountain climber.
In his book “Animal” (Graphis Press, 1999).
He wrote, “somewhere out in the darkness,
beyond our collective beam of light, images
flutter around waiting for the right time to
reveal themselves; when we are ready for
them, an unknown breeze springs up and
blows them into sight.”

(best of all for us) to photographically inspire.
He went to great lengths and heights to
record America’s biggest, tallest and oldest
“Champion” trees. If you don’t buy this book,
borrow it. If you can’t borrow it, hightail it
down to your nearest bookseller and take a
long hard look at what one man’s dedication
to a dream can do to enhance the reputation
of trees while giving new meaning to the
term visionary photographer.
About his books, in an interview several
years ago he stated “I have always believed
that books were a place to do special and
innovative, interesting work. All of the more
routine image making that I’ve done of
pretty landscapes or adventure sports or
whatever, I didn’t consider to be aesthetically
significant or aesthetically challenging
enough to warrant making a book out of
(them).
To photograph the tallest redwood deep
inside California state’s Humbolt Redwoods
Park, he spent wet days hanging from windblown rigging to produce a mosaic image
of the almost 370’ tall giant. “I didn’t want
to create a tree picture looking up from the
ground the same way we’ve all become
accustomed to seeing pictures of big trees.”
Continued next page

His recently published oversized (12” x 16”)
book “Tree, A new vision of the American
Forest” (Barnes & Noble Books, US $50)
presents over 90 portraits of trees rendered
in his own unique style. Whether you prefer
exquisite detail, black & white or color, film
or digital, art or realism, there are images
presented here to appreciate, admire and
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All photos © James Balog unless otherwise credited.

“

I did not miss a single shot as a result of a full buffer.
I am absolutely thrilled about the D70’s write performance.

Instead he shot several hundred digital
images and later composed them on a Mac.
Starting at the top he recorded the tree limbby-limb all the way down to the ground.
Jim had earlier tried this technique using
36-exposure black & white 35mm film then
piecing together the final image by cutting
up and pasting frames from his contact
sheets. “There had to be a better way,” he
thought and a digital Nikon proved to be the
way.
The tallest tree on earth was shot as a
mosaic of 814 individual frames with a Nikon
D1X digital camera. The image appears as
a double-gatefold in the book (12” x 64”) as
has been exhibited as large as ten feet tall.
Intimidated and unsure of digits at first, Jim
came to the quick realization that everything
was basically the same except that he was
recording on a different substance, flash
cards instead of film. What still amazes him
is that through all of these self-assignments
not a single electrical or mechanical failure
has occurred, everything has been working
just fine.
Jim is eagerly awaiting the D2X. Although
he shoots “raw” and tries to hold the ISO to
100 (sometimes 200, but only when there is
very little light) it’s a real stretch to produce
acceptable quality prints larger than 20
inches wide, even when using all of the
available software tricks. He’s hoping that

”

Nikon’s next generation will make beautiful
36 inch wide prints possible.
On the cost of going digital, Jim feels that it
isn’t so much the cost of photo equipment
as it is the expense required to support
the photography. Upgrades in computer
hardware and software seem constantly
required to maximize the speed and agility
of the digital darkroom.
Beyond the digital Nikon images mentioned
here you’ll also find thoughtful portrayals of
trees that have survived by sheer hardiness
or luck, poised on the edge of northern
wilderness, isolated on a golf course, or
pardoned by the mark of a forward-thinking
logger. The accompanying essays by the
photographer tell us what, why and how.
This awe-inspiring volume truly delivers a
new vision of American trees and is a mustsee for every serious nature photographer or
impassioned tree hugger.
When this article was written, Jim’s book
was on backorder at our Bookshelf partner
Amazon.com. It was however currently in stock
(and on sale) at Barnes and Noble’s online
bookstore BN.com.
www.bn.com

•
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Shown on the cover, here and on the following pages are the 2004
winners of our monthly photo contest. The Nikonians Photo Contest
has proved extremely popular with nearly 500 entries so far. The
contest runs in two divisions – colour and black & white, and a monthly
winner is selected for each division.
The competition is open to all Nikonians with Silver, Gold or Platinum
membership, and has drawn
entries from a diverse group of
photographers, on a wide range of
subjects.
The standard of entries has been
very high and the judging panel
of accomplished amateur and
professional photographers has had
a tough job selecting a single winner
each month.

© Nikonian: marsel

© Nikonian: jine irene
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© Nikonian: johnr

2004 Winners of the monthly Nikonians Photo Contest.
Each of the monthly winners is automatically a finalist in the Picture
of the Year competition, to be judged by members of the Nikonians
Masters Society during January 2005. We are pleased to announce that
generous sponsorship has made a range of excellent prizes available,
including:
· From GretagMacBeth, an “Eye-One
Photo” color management tool;
· Courtesy of Adobe, a fully licensed
copy of Photoshop CS (in the winners
language and operating system);
· From Nik Multimedia, two copies
of Color Efex Pro 2.0 Professional
Photoshop Plug-In-Filters;
· And from Wacom, two Intuos3 A5
tablets.

© Nikonian: britbear

© Nikonian: icesailr

Our thanks go to the generous
sponsors, and congratulations to each
of the finalists.
© Nikonian: styx
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The competition is open to all Nikonians
with Silver, Gold or Platinum membership

© Nikonian: Marsel

© Nikonian: stopdown

© Nikonian: J Krol

© Nikonian: aderixon
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2004 Winners of the monthly Nikonians Photo Contest.

© Nikonian: Jaburd

© Nikonian: J Krol

© Nikonian: Marsel

© Nikonian: Ellenotr

© Nikonian: migpower
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The contest runs in two divisions – colour and black & white,
a monthly winner is selected for each division.

© Nikonian: Marsel

© Nikonian: anitasm

Re-instated in 2004, the Photo
Contest is drawing more and
more participants every month
and additional viewers are visiting
our galleries. Take a look at: http:
//www.nikonians-images.com/
galleries/index.php?cat=1
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© Nikonian: JBish130

Six Steps to Better Winter Photography
By Nikonian James H. Egbert (jhegbert)
From his headquarters
in Colorado Springs,
James H. Egbert has
received numerous
awards and applause
for his photography,
art, and writing. He is
a member of North
American Nature
Photography Association
as well as many other
environmentally conscious organizations.
James currently leads instructional workshops
focused on Nature Photography and also
leads photo safaris to inspirational locations
throughout the Western United States and
Canada.
The groundhog
comes out and says
that spring is upon us.
The calendar on the
wall states that spring
has officially arrived.
Here in Colorado, all
that seems like a fairy
tale or a funny joke...
Colorado tends to
change seasons in its
own sweet time. So to
say it’s time to get out
and shoot winter scenes in April may seem
a bit odd to the out-of-towner, but to those
nature photographers who have endured
a few “Colorado” seasons, we know that Old
Man Winter is still alive and well.
The thought of going out to shoot winter
scenes in January seems a bit too rugged
for me. I would rather be at home next to a
warm fire, sipping hot cocoa and watching
the weather channel showing the warm
weather in Tahiti.

Instead, I wait until mid-March and early
April to get out my snowshoes. When all
those spring-breakers are heading to Ft.
Lauderdale or Miami, I’m heading up to the
high country.
Two hours west of
Colorado Springs are
some of the most
beautiful winter vistas
I have ever witnessed.
Just outside Buena
Vista are San Isabel
National Forest,
Sawatch Range, Sangre
De Cristo Range, and
Pike National Forest,
places where you can witness the most
photogenic mountains rising 14,000-plus
feet above sea level. On a clear day, when the
air is clean and crisp, elk and mule deer can
be seen venturing into the lower valleys in
their search for food.
Some of the large snowfields in Colorado
are beginning to melt at this time of year,
creating run-offs and photogenic cascades
to the small creeks and rivers. Most of
the time the skies are clear and the snow
glistens like millions of diamonds on a carpet
of white. However, in the midst of this beauty
lies the potential for avalanches. As the
warm spring sun starts to heat up the snow,
conditions become more favorable for these
dangerous occurrences. So learn the warning
signs of a potential avalanche and be aware
of the conditions along your intended route,
taking extra caution when trekking away
from the main trails. Always be prepared
with the extra water and supplies that may
be needed should you become stranded for
a short period of time.
Continued next page
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“

Most importantly, use the K.I.S.S. theory (Keep It Simple Silly).
Don’t overload the image with too much of the scene; keep the subject
clear and the image uncluttered.

”

I always recommend that a travel plan and
a map be left at home, detailing your routes
and destinations. Also, give people an idea
of when you’re planning on returning and
a time to start looking for you if you don’t
report back on time.
While there are many excellent techniques
and strategies for capturing winter scenes on
film, here are a few that work well for me:

Tip #1. Early To Rise - Get up early and get
to where you want to shoot before the sun
comes up. The best time of day for most
scenes is early morning or late afternoon,
when the sun is burning through more
of the earth’s atmosphere, casting warmcolored hues on the scene. This warm,
dramatic lighting can add a mystical feel to
the image.

Tip #2. Almost 3-D - Keep in mind that it’s
desirable to close the aperture to a narrow
opening of f/22 or f/32 in order to increase
depth of field in the final image. A good
nature scene should have compositional
balance, the foreground leading to the main
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subject and through to the supporting
background. Watch for distracting elements
in your viewfinder that would detract from
your subject. Be very picky! Following this
guide will enhance the image to the point
where you feel like you can actually step into
your printed image. Most importantly, use
the K.I.S.S. theory (Keep It Simple Silly). Don’t
overload the image with too much of the
scene; keep the subject clear and the image
uncluttered.

Tip #3. In The Zone - I suggest that if you
have a newer camera that is equipped
with zone or “matrix” metering, you should
set the camera on aperture priority and
let the camera figure out the shutter
speed to balance the exposure with your
selected f/stop setting. Alternatively,
consider substitute metering, bracketing
or use of the “sunny-16 rule” to arrive at the
correct exposure in these tough-to-meter
snowy winter scenes. Film selection is also
important; my preference is for slower speed
slide films that provide fine grain and rich
color. Professional grade films enrich color
and provide the best saturation to create
vivid images that just pop off the paper.

“

The sun’s position can drastically change a landscape in a matter of minutes,
especially at sunrise and sunset.

”

Tip #4. Lights, Action, Color - When
photographing with color film, be sure to
have something colorful in the image! Red
willow bushes, clear blue skies, golden dried
grass and old buildings that are weather
beaten but still retain some color are good
examples. When set against snow, colorful
subjects will stand out better.

Tip #5. Ignore The Weather Channel - While
clear blue skies can add a crisp, cool feeling
to your image, many times it’s more effective
to have a little bad weather to make a good
photograph. No matter what your subject is,
look for fog, snow, and steam to add depth
and interest to your images. These situations
will more often than not produce dramatic
images that convey the real feeling of winter
in Colorado. A typical exposure may require
opening up by one-half to a full stop, which
will help details pop up from any haze in the
scene.
Tip #6. Chasing The Sun - Regardless of
the time of day, your position in relation to
the sun is important. The sun’s position can
drastically change a landscape in a matter
of minutes, especially at sunrise and sunset.
Follow the sun through a scene and watch
for changes in light. Many times it takes
several shots to capture the right balance
of light, color, and contrast in a scene. Also

keep in mind the direction you point the
lens at when shooting in bright sunlight.
Details tend to get lost when you are
shooting into the sun due to lens flare and
ghosting. Metering is the most important
consideration in these situations as green
pine trees can turn black and snow can turn
gray due to underexposure. Be sure you are
versed in your camera’s metering system and
can correctly compensate in these tough
lighting conditions.
Shooting snow scenes is a challenge for
any photographer no matter the experience
level, but persistence will pay off in the
long run as you expand your knowledge
and fuel your desire to be creative in your
photography. So get out there, be safe, and
be a part of winter photography in Colorado.
Better yet, do it in a Nikonians Workshop.
James Egbert on his work: For me, nature

•

photography is the joy of viewing the inspiration of
a majestic scene coming into focus, the emotional
connection made when the eyes of the subject make
contact with mine through a telephoto lens, or a
beautiful flower through the viewfinder. For those
brief periods of time behind the camera, when life’s
trials and tribulations give way to something more
fundamentally significant, it matters not where I am or
how the subject got there. For me, it is the opportunity
to express my feelings about the natural world, through
photography. It is these feelings that compel me to go
out and capture their representation in pictures - partly,
I admit, in order to share them with others.
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Nikon D2x Due Soon. Expectations Run High
Many Nikonians stand ready to pay the announced
street-price of US $4,995

If everything goes according to schedule,
dealers will start receiving the long-awaited
and eagerly anticipated Nikon D2x in March,
2005.
Here’s a list of the announced features:
• New image sensor with 12.4 effective
megapixels. The new CMOS image sensor
provides both high image quality and highspeed performance. Despite the extremely
high resolution image data is recorded at
very high speed using a 4-channel output
method.
• New image processing algorithm
produces high-quality images. A new
processing method has been added to
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increase image-processing precision in the
ASIC for smoother display of tones from
highlight to shadow portions of the image.
• Support for the reproduction of colors in
the sYCC range, and support for the broader
range of colors in the Adobe RGB profile.
• Continuous shooting at 5 fps at 12.4
megapixel
• High Speed Cropped Image function for
high speed 8fps shooting at 6.8 megapixels.
A continuous shooting rate of 8 frames per
second is possible when the new High Speed
Cropped Image mode is used. This records
the center portion of the image sensor at 6.8
megapixel resolution. This function boosts
the continuous framing rate while narrowing
the angle of view to 2X.
Continued next page

• Faster read/write speed for the memory
card and a USB 2.0 interface for faster image
transfer.
• Creative in-camera effects, Image Overlay
and Multiple Exposure: The new Multiple
Exposure function creates a single image
from up to 10 consecutive exposures. The
Image Overlay function merges selected
RAW (NEF) files already stored on the CF card
to create a new image file within the camera.
• Advanced 3D-Color Matrix Metering II
to prevent highlight portions from being
washed out and the loss of detail in shadow
portions: Higher precision has been
developed with the addition of more refined
exposure evaluation algorithms and a larger
database for difficult-to-meter scenes.
• The D2X also incorporates a large 2.5 inch
235,000 pixel high resolution LCD monitor
display for clearer viewing and larger type
fonts.
• World Time function.
• Automatic rotation of images captured in
portrait orientation.
• GPS support for the recording of location
information with shooting data. An MC35 cable for connection to NMEA0183compatible GPS devices is optional.

• Excellent response with the same quick
power up and 37ms release time lag as the
D2H.
• A body designed with emphasis on ease
of operation, durability and water-resistance.
The shutter unit and mirror balancer have
also been designed for the maximum
durability required of professional cameras.
• Support for i-TTL (Advanced Wireless
Lighting control) with the SB-800 and SB-600
Speedlights.
• In addition to DX Nikkor lenses, the D2X
also supports more than 50 AF Nikkor
lenses.
• Support for the Wireless Transmitter WT1A and the new IEEE802.11b/g compatible
WT-2A for transferring image files directly
from the D2X over a wireless LAN.
• The D2X is first in supporting a new
function of secure interface between the
user’s CompactFlash card and the camera.
Once configured, the stored content on the
card can only be accessed by designated
D2X camera with the matching encryption
keys or via password access on a PC. This
new function works only with Lexar’s specific
memory cards to be developed for this
Continued next page
purpose.

For one man’s opinion on
what these features mean
to a working pro please
see the next page.
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The D2X is the future of Nikon
professional digital photography.
By Jeremy Bourassa (balls007)
It can be as fast as the D2H, and has nearly
identical construction, metering, autofocus
and ergonomics. With three times the pixels
of the D2H and twice as many as the lesser
bodies, there has never been a time that
photographers (both amateur and pro) have
been tempted to spend even more money,
and yes it’s all Nikon’s fault.

Nikon’s latest offering in the professional
DSLR range comes with many advantages
over its not very old predecessor. Upping
the megapixel range was a given but I had
asked myself, what else could they possibly
toss into this new model to make me want
to buy it. Here’s a personal overview of all the
significant improvements I’ve discovered.
These opinions are based on how its features
compare to my hands-on experience with
the D2H.
The D2X ups the bar in one of the areas
most frequently talked about, effective
megapixels. There is no doubt in anyone’s
mind that the D1 series and the more recent
D2H are pure heaven, they are built like
Sherman tanks and contain every innovation
that was on the table at the time of their
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release. But as we
all know this is an
industry that has
fierce competition
and in true form
Nikon has raised
the bar once
again with the
D2X. Nikon has
had an ongoing commitment to offer their
consumers state-of-the-art technology and
this camera is a very clear example of that.
As we all know megapixel count is very
important to many consumers and it has
been the driving force of the market since
the first digital cameras came out. If you
really need to print something on the side
of a bus but don’t have tens of thousands of
dollars to spend this is the camera for you.
The bus example may be a bit big, but for
the first time you’d be close to your goal. The
hefty 12.4 Million Pixels translates into a raw
image weighing in at a hefty 4288 x 2848
pixels.
This thing
is designed
to allow the
printing of
huge sizes
without even
sneezing.
Compared to the D2H’s “4MP” the “X” triples
the effective resolution. That’s a huge jump
in under 2 years. This is accomplished by
a massive change in the image sensor
technology used. Yes Nikon has said
goodbye to the JFET sensor used in the D2H
and now runs a CMOS based sensor. Some
argue this may be a mistake as random noise
is rumored to be more prevalent in most
CMOS based CCDS. Only our eyes can judge
this once we begin seeing the D2X at work.
Possible ISO settings are very much related
to the change in image sensor technology.
This area scores huge points in my books.
Continued next page
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The D2X ups the bar in one of the areas most
frequently talked about, effective megapixels.
First they have managed to get even crispier
with the low ISO running at 100 versus 200
in the D2H. This is another indication of
how much we can expect to see in terms of
image quality from this system. Landscape
photographers rejoice here! But, there is a
shortcoming at the high end and I believe
this is related to the CMOS sensor and its
inability to handle low light situations. The
ISO range in the D2H was 200-1600, the D2X
offers 100-800. A one-stop drop from 1600800 is definitely noteworthy particularly to
professional sports photographers. For the
artsy crowd “blurring and graining” a shot
in PhotoShop to get that 3200 feel is still an
option.
Two shooting
modes that are
offered with the
D2H are absent
in the D2X; PCdata mode and
the interval timer.
The interval
timer is what gets us those incredible single
frame progressions of clouds or the sun or
structures being built. A real loss, maybe it’s
still there but not mentioned in any of the
literature I have seen. The apparent loss of
PC-Data would be noteworthy as well.
The back mounted LCD has changed. Not
by much, its size is the same but the dot
pitch has increased from 211,200 to 235,000.
Nothing major here. But it’s nice to see that
even for such a small change they took the
time to improve it.
The interface has only changed by adding
a few more wireless standards. So basically it
can talk to more stuff. Good to note because
wireless technology is another market that’s
always changing.
Now for one of the revolutionary features
about this camera that many people may not
notice at first and some will hate and others

”

love. To accomplish a frame-rate of 8fps the
image size drops from 12mp to 6mp. No
biggy right, you still get 6mp and it’s as fast
as the D2H. Well, yes and no. With a digital
Nikon you multiply the effective focal length
of your lenses by about 1.5 times. Thus for all
practical purposes a 70-300 zoom produces
an image size that would require a 105-450
on a full-frame 35mm body. A 60mm lens
captures what a 90mm would. This happens
because the CCD is smaller than a 35mm
frame. The D2X uses only part of the ccd to at
the 8fps setting so the crop goes from 1.5x
to 2x. Now your 70-300 effectively becomes a
whopping 140-600 at with a resolution of six
megapixels. Is this a bad thing, depends on
your specialty. Speed is important for sports
and most sports are shot from a distance, so
for most it will be awesome. I like it because
my longest lens is a 300mm fixed, doubling it
at 6mp to 600mm without adding any glass
is a heck of a way to appear to get closer.
But, if you need to
shoot very fast and
very wide this could
present a problem.
Your 14mm that
performed like
a 21mm on your
D2H now acts like
a 28mm. Personally
I think it’s very
interesting to offer
this choice in a camera body. When high-res
is paramount you go shorter focal length
and slower frames per second, when you
need that extra speed it’s there and you get
even closer to the action. Lastly it looks like
the viewfinder automatically flips to a type
V screen so you only see the image you are
recording.
Continued next page
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And my personal favorite GPS. The D2X can
interface with a GPS receiver and can add
longitude and latitude to the data included
with each image. This has been a hot topic
on the Nikonians board. Many possible uses
for GPS interfaced into each frame have
been brought up, some good some great.
Putting aside the debates about using it for
proving to employers where you shot and
the whole concern about being able to hack
it I believe that it really stands out. Pack up a
Nikon CoolWalker and a GPS along with your
D2X and take off to a remote location. You’ve
got yourself a makeshift survey system. The
uses for this type of system for monitoring
the environment and geography cannot
be understated. I give Nikon an A+ for this
feature and I’m betting that someday it will
end up in every mainstream digital body.

•

Nikon Capture 4.2 Announced
On February 8, 2005 Nikon announced a
software update for Nikon Capture. Changes
in Version 4.2 include:
Support for the D2X has been added.
The “Digital DEE” function has been
replaced by the improved “D-Lighting”
function.
The “Color Noise Reduction” functions has
been improved.
A “Find Tool” option has been added to the
View menu.
“Straighten” Tool added to Image menu.
A Check for updates option has been
added to the Help menu.
Camera Control can now be used over
a wireless connection to the Wireless
Transmitter WT-2 and D2X.
Click here to go to Nikon (USA) support.

•
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The F6 is the best film body made
by Nikon or anyone else.
By Jeremy Bourassa (balls007)
I just got back
from a show in
Ottawa where
the Nikon
representatives let
me play with an F6
with motor drive!
I’ve heard some
mumbling about
people thinking
this is a digital
based body and
other people
wondering if it was
worth upgrading.
The answer is, yes
© iwolk
it’s sort of digital
and yes it’s worth upgrading. It still runs film so
it is definitely film-based, but apart from that
everything else shares much closer DNA with
Nikon’s newer digital bodies.
The body is very similar to that of a D2H or
D2x, but with a built-in data back instead of a
color LCD for viewing pictures. Two very key
differences can be found when comparing a
D2 series body and an F6. The F6 is shorter and
the F6 sports a streamlined back panel “less
buttons and a smaller LCD”. The height of the
camera has been reduced by moving away
from a solid high body like the F5 and into
something more the size of an F100 or D100.
It comes out of the box without the optional
vertical grip but once purchased and strapped
on, the weight and size are very similar to the
F5 or D1/D2 series bodies. Having held the
body without the grip I can say that this is
“NOT” a bad thing. Many have been concerned
that the removable grip is a flaw in the new
design but personally I believe that the extra
Continued next page
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The P930 shutter assembly uses Kevlar and Aluminum-alloy to ensure the
most bomb proof shutter ever offered in a film body.

machining and design-care to accomplish this
was very intentional. It allows for far greater
flexibility. And, size and weight are key reasons
that many have chosen to carry the F100
rather than the F5 in their bags over the years.

So, is it silent? In my first article concerning
the F6 I was very excited about this possibility.
Unfortunately now that I have used one, it
appears that the continuous “Silent” mode,
up to 1 fps “IS” certainly audible. But it is a big
improvement over the F5 and will still help
many photographers make less of an audible
imprint on the events that they are shooting.
Mated with any silent-wave lens you could
be a couple of feet away from the priest in
a church and get the shot the second the
bride or groom says “I do.” It also may have
some applications in nature photography..
The satisfaction of hearing the shutter is
still there and is still as satisfying as it always
has been, just with a lot less impact to those
surrounding you.
They have added a shutter monitoring system
so that if it ever gets cold, hot, or humid or
you find yourself in the ninth pit of hell, the
camera automatically deals with the situation.
Nikon claims accurate shutter releases up to
and beyond 150,000 cycles, a strong boast
from Nikon but one I believe will prove true
in the long haul. The P930 shutter assembly
uses Kevlar and Aluminum-alloy to ensure
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the most bomb proof shutter ever offered in
a film body. The digital technology required
to monitor the shutter in this manner would
have been impossible a decade ago. I give
Nikon high marks for bothering to add such
a new innovation. But its all about the little
things with the F6 that have made it worth the
wait and the additional cost.
This body is balanced! The motors and
internal setup have been reduced to half the
weight of the F5. This does not really affect
overall body weight but has an impact on
battery life, durability and (lack of ) sound.
How major balancing was done on all moving
parts so that things could work together
instead of against each other, is amazing. This
is something most users may never notice
but the benefit of 3-D modeling and digital
testing on this body versus the processes that
brought us the cannot be understated. It’s
designed to fit perfectly in the palm and to
use opposing kinetic forces to its advantage.
CSM finally makes sense. Nikonians has a host
of cheat sheets for all the custom functions
that the different models sport but for the
first and only time in a Nikon film body you
now get that cheat sheet built in. The backside
menu is no longer a basic LCD with limited
information but a fully functional digital menu
just like a digital body sports. You can read
what each CSM function is and do so much
more. This menu system truly allows even the
advanced amateur to milk this camera for all
it is worth. Mated with the custom function
button you can truly tailor this rig to meet
your specific requirements, it’s pure genius.
Data imprint..... MMMM MMMMM what a
wicked toy. How many of us have first picked
up a camera and taken along a log book to
write down important tidbits like f/stops and
shutter speed for the benefit of learning what
Continued next page
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we did right or wrong when the slides came
back from the lab. It’s been an option before
but never this easy. If you love and use Data
imprint or have been thinking how much time
and effort it could save you then this camera
is money well spent. And, the F6 stores this
information in digital format. It remembers
data for about. 57 rolls in basic (13 items), and
31 rolls in detailed (21 items) mode. So toss
your logbook out and join the 21st century,
this camera has it all.
I-TTL: The F6 offers the most advanced flash
system in a film body. Using an SB-600 or 800
with Nikon’s creative lighting system is second
nature to this body.

Nikon must be saving a fortune by using a
similar alloy chassis for all pro models now.
Not to mention the shutters, accessories and
everything else. The bottom part of the chassis
differs but all-in-all there is a shared parts bin
of unequaled splendor in this camera. This is
common practice and if it works why not? The
next time you step into your Porsche check
the cup holders, they sure look a lot like the
ones in my VW Jetta. If it works perfectly, why
rework it.
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Some may drool over this camera as I do.
Some may suffer from serious depression
knowing the F5 is no longer the king. But
one thing we can all admit is that if we had
the dough kicking around we wouldn’t be
reading this, we’d be ordering our very own.
The F6 is absolutely the lord and master of all
film bodies past or present. Nikon’s move to a
shared development platform that made this
body available to us was a very wise decision.
Many purists may feel that the results they
get with the F5 cannot be bettered with
the F6. And, a new body isn’t worth the
investment. I understand that. If you win races
with one car why replace it with another one
when you’re still winning. But here I believe
the goal is not so much to one-up the glorious
F5, but rather to firmly establish Nikon as the
front runner for another 10 years in 35mm film
photography. Film is not dead, the world is too
big a place with too many harsh environments
to allow it to die. Nikon’s continued
commitment to its film photography market is
a sign that they will never stop in their quest
to be the best. Not every Nikon film user will
own or even want an F6. But I believe that
Nikon’s attempt at making the perfect “F5”
even better was a brave and a true sign of
their devotion to film-users the world over.
Bottom line is that there are some who
are slamming the F6 hard making painful
statements like “I’d rather keep my F5 and
buy a D70”. I have to say to those out there
that they would be missing a lot in the higher
echelons of current technology of which the
F6 has plenty to offer.
It is built like a tank, it is very quiet, and it
is wickedly fast. It can be used without the
grip for easier shooting. And still, it has all of
the toys any F series pro model needs. “If you
appreciate the size and weight of the F100, the
robustness of the F5 build and the speed and
controls of a D2H you will simply love the F6.”

•
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The Fuji FinePix is said to produce expanded dynamic
range through the CCD SDR II with 12.34 Megapixels.
PHOTOKINA REPORT
Cologne, Germany. October 2004.
NIKON D2X
As you all know, back
in late September 2004
Nikon announced
the D2X professional
digital SLR camera,
featuring a new
12.4Megapixels DX2
format CMOS image sensor and a brand new
image-processing software engine. Although
the sample we inspected at Cologne was a
non-functional demo, it certainly looked like
a winner. The D2X can shoot full resolution
images at five frames per second (up to 21
consecutive JPEGS and 15 NEFs). It also has
a 6.8-megapixel High Speed Cropped Image
mode, increasing the shooting rate to 8
frames per second, for up to 35 consecutive
JPEGs or 26 NEF images, by cropping the
number of pixels used on the sensor to
create the image. Needless to say, many
Nikonians have been waiting for this baby
to come home and are already on pre-order
waiting lists in several countries, irrelevantly
of price tag, which now appears to be about
US $5,000. It is supposed to hit the shelves of
stores around the globe in March of 2005.
FUJIFILM FinePix S3 Pro
As for Nikonbased digital
hybrids, Fuji
Photo Film Co.
Ltd. showed the
much-anticipated
FinePix S3 Pro
DSLR, since it was
announced back
in February 2004.
It incorporates a new 4th Generation Super
CCD SR II, with 12.34Mpixels (6.17 million Spixels and 6.17 million R-pixels). The Super
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CCD SR II dual-size pixel design of the sensor
is said to produce expanded dynamic range.
Very interesting indeed. As before, the
FinePix S3 Pro model also offers D-TTL with
full-aperture exposure metering system with
all Nikon compatible speedlights.
NEW COOLPIX MODELS
Nikon also introduced three compact
cameras: the Coolpix 8800, Coolpix 8400
and Coolpix 4800.
The 8 Megapixel
Nikon Coolpix
8800 features
a 10x optical
8.9-89mm f/
2.8-5.2 Zoom
Nikkor ED lens,
(35mm format
equivalent to 35-350mm!) and with Nikon
Vibration Reduction (VR) System, as in Nikkor
professional SLR lenses.
The Nikon Coolpix 8400 features
8Megapixels resolution and a versatile ultrawide 24-85mm (35mm equivalent) zoom
ED glass lens. The camera also employs
a new ultra-fast Auto Focus (AF) system
and 15 Scene Modes, including Panorama
Assist to take advantage of the wide angle
of coverage. Also new is its Macro Mode
shooting capabilities.
The Nikon Coolpix 4800 is a 4.0Megapixels
digital camera with an 8.3x optical Zoom
Nikkor ED glass lens providing a zoom
range of 36-300mm (35mm equivalent).
The 4800 weights only 9 ounces, and has
macro shooting capabilities at distances less
than half an inch! The Coolpix 4800 offers
15 Scene Modes, four of which come with
Scene Assist that places guidelines directly
on the LCD screen to help users frame their
subjects.
Continued next page
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NIKON F6
While the world is fast
turning to digital capture,
both for amateurs and
professionals, there will
always be a place for film.
Nikon surprised many,
even a few Nikonians,
with the introduction of
the Nikon F6 professional-class SLR, a followup to the dear workhorse F5 from 1996. The
new SLR features the D2-type Multi-CAM2000
11-area AF system for high-speed autofocus
operation, and the i-TTL Creative Lighting
System for flash photography. The F6 features
a 1005-pixel 3-D Color Matrix Metering system
with an improved algorithm for enhanced
accuracy in scene recognition and exposure.
The F6 has a very quiet new shutter made
from DuPont™ KEVLAR®, and is constructed
on an aluminum-alloy die-cast chassis with
magnesium-alloy front body and covers, and
strategically placed rubber surfaces. See a
futher report in this issue opn page 28 and
check the current discussions around this
exciting and controversial body in the F5/F6
Users group Forum. Santa was nice for both
of our founders, so we may soon see in the
Resources an extensive and fully illustrated
article on this new queen of the film SLRs,
already labeled a “best seller” at large retailers.
MEMORY
To keep pace with the enhanced capabilities
of the newest digital cameras, in memory
we saw announcements in both capacity
and speed. Lexar Media Inc. introduced its
ActiveMemory System technology, designed
to optimize digital photography workflow to
achieve enhanced productivity whether in
the studio or out in the field. The first products
to support the ActiveMemory System are
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certain Professional
CompactFlash cards,
new Lexar Professional
FireWire and USB 2.0
card readers, and Photo
Mechanic 4.5 professional
image browsing software.
Most innovative is
the fact that ActiveMemory-enabled
Professional CompactFlash cards can store
user preferences and host device settings in
a protected area of the card. These settings
can only be modified by the host application
that created them, and can be used to
auto-configure multiple ActiveMemoryenabled products within the system. These
settings are preserved, even when the card
is formatted or other data files on the card
are deleted, because the ActiveMemory
data is stored outside the standard DOS file
structure on the card.
SanDisk Corp. also showed products with
greater capacity and
speed. The company has
quadrupled the capacity
of its high-speed
SanDisk Ultra II memory
cards, including a new
8GB CompactFlash Type
I card. The top-end SanDisk Ultra II Memory
Stick PRO and SD cards now have 4GB and
2GB capacity. Each SanDisk Ultra II card
features a minimum write speed of 9MB per
second and a minimum read speed of 10MB
per second. Simply amazing.
But SanDisk also announced the SanDisk
Extreme III line of CompactFlash, SD and
Memory Stick PRO digital film cards, with
minimum write and read speeds of 20MB
per second. Memory Stick PRO has minimum
write and read speeds of 18MB per second.
The SanDisk Extreme III cards, which range
Continued next page

“

Take your Nikon D70 for a dip,
with Fantasea’s underwater housing.
in capacity from 1GB to 4GB, have essentially
doubled the performance speeds of the
SanDisk predecessor Extreme product line,
representatives there said.
Hitachi. It’s a fact. In digital camera storage
capacity, bigger is
better. But when it
comes to portability,
small and light is what
we want. Hitachi’s new
Microdrive 3K4 marries
go-anywhere size with
capacity of up to 4 Gigabytes. So there is
freedom to shoot without worrying about
losing a shot just as the media runs out. Stop
fiddling for tiny flash cards in the middle of a
fast moving session. Good stuff!
What was a most pleasant surprise was to
find out there was indeed a great interest in
our community. We have been watched by
a great number of lurkers, but also by media
consultants and interested advertisers. We are
most positive about the contacts we made
there and look forward to fruitful relationships.
Photokina 2006, here we come!

•

Are you a card-carrying
member of
Nikonians?
Click on card to
find our more >

”

D-70 Underwater Housing
by Fantasea

Fantasea has announced the development
of the FD-70 housing for the Nikon D-70
digital SLR camera. Operating depth is to
60 meters/200 ft. Price with one-year antiflooding insurance and standard lens port is
approximately US $1,000.
Controls: On/Off, Mode select menu, ISO,
Exposure compensation, WB, image quality,
playback and trash, multi selector control,
main-dial command, sub-dial command,
monitor zoom, light control for LCD screen
and exposure compensation.
Housing features:
> Magnified optical viewfinder
> Exchangable ports system
> Visible main O-ring for final pre-dive check
> Double O-ring design on all controls
> Stainless steel latches
> Nikonos 5 PIN sync socket for flash
Find our more at:
http://www.fantasea.com
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nik Color Efex Pro 2.0 Filters
by Neil van Niekerk (Saxofonix)

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
nik Color Efex Pro filters are enhancement
filters that work within Photoshop, allowing
you a multitude of easily attained effects.
Depending on which edition you get, there
are up to 75 filters with which numerous
effects and enhancements can easily be
used on any digital image.
According to the nik literature, it uses
a “True Light color processing system”
to consider the existing color and light
information in an image to automatically
provide optimal enhancements. In this
way the effect is adapted according to the
picture info such as detail, color and contrast
range. They also claim that by identifying the
unique qualities of the image that the filter
is processing, each filter is able to achieve
consistency across a range of images.
However it may work let me tell you- it does
work. Color me impressed.
Software designers have it difficult in
balancing two needs with any software
that they’d like to put on the market.
One consideration is that the software
be impressive and powerful and flexible
enough to attract buyers, but the other
consideration is that the software be
accessible and easy to use. Those two criteria
are often mutually exclusive.
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So my first impression of any software is
based on how easy it is to get by with it
without tediously referring to the manuals.
Well-designed software should be intuitive
to use to a large extent. (Obviously if you get
the expanded functionality of software like
Photoshop CS, then it is just too complex
for any user to put it to much use without
having to resort to a Dummies book at least.)
So with the same glee that a kid would open
his presents to see what’s inside and just
get to play with the new toys, I always want
to try out new software by having a look
around and see what I can figure out on my
own, without having to bother too much
initially with the instructions.
And right off the bat, I tried Nik Color Efex
Pro on some images. I purposely stayed
away from adjusting the image outside of
the available Nik filters, even staying away
from Photoshop’s Levels and Curves - all so
that it would be more obvious how well the
Nik filters can handle various tasks. However,
for one image mentioned here, I did use a
Photoshop filter at the end of the sequence.
But the rest of the enhancements are with
nik Color Efex Pro filters.
Continued next page

Neil van Niekerk is a
Nikonian moderator at
three forums “Turning
Pro,” “Speedlights”
and “Nikkor Lenses.”
Originally from South
Africa he emigrated
to the U.S. in 2000,
and is a practicing
professional in New
Jersey.

“

I was already immediately impressed.
It took no effort, and cost me no frustration.

”

Before

Before

After
Above is the first image I tried it on without even
referring to any manual or help file.
With a few steps, i.e. filters selected in nik Color
Efex Pro ...
- to get rid of that bland top left hand corner,
S- to make the colors pop a bit more,
- to brighten the dull shadow areas in the
background, and lastly, added Lens Flare from the
usual Photoshop filters. And you know what? I was
already immediately impressed. It took no effort,
and cost me no frustration.
On the right is another photo that I dabbled
with, still with no clear idea of the entire range of
possibilities of this software. This is a favorite image
of mine, but brought down by being slightly overexposed. (This was before I realized the value of
shooting in RAW.)
Continued next page

After
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“

Filters can be used for subtle enhancements and corrections or for
dramatically different looking photographs.

”

Using only the filter, I improved the skin tones
and detail on the dress. Even though this type
of correction is easily done in other ways in
Photoshop, I used this to test whether I could
use the nik Color Efex Pro filters for correction
as well as enhancement.
The nik Color Efex Pro filter package comes
with two PDF files. The first is a user guide
and descriptive listing of each filter, and the
second file is a sample book to show you what
is achievable with the nik Color Efex Pro filters.
The user guide is easy to follow and explains
with clarity what can be achieved with these
filters.
The nik filter can either be applied directly
(through the Filter menu), or added as a Layer
via the Automation Tools. When the effect is
added as a layer, you can then brush it in to
varying degrees via a layer mask. (Or via the
Fill and Erase Tools, the effect can be applied
to the entire image and then selectively
removed.) Or you can press the Shift key while
clicking on the filter you choose, and then the
effect is immediately in place.

The preview screen works in real-time so
that you can immediately see the effect of the
filter, along with sliders that affect the filter’s
effect to various degrees. The preview panel is
large and gives you a very good idea of how
the effect will look, and you can also zoom in
on the preview pane. The optimal range for
every preset is shown as a subtle color bar
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added to the slider. This recommended range
is intended to help guide you in your choice of
settings, but you can set it outside the range if
you like the effect that you see on the preview
screen. Numerical values can also be typed
in. There are 4 single-click presets for each
filter, so that you could save frequently used
settings.
As you’d expect, there is a histogram display
and image information dialogue available.
Of great use is the extra histogram info and
control at your fingertips in the advanced
dialogue panel. Here you can set the controls
for Protect Highlights, and for Protect
Shadows. In this way you can bias the filters to
specifically not blow your highlights, and / or
retain shadow detail. A very useful tool.
Very importantly, nik Color Efex Pro allows
you to work in layers. Thereby you can bring
in the effect to a greater or lesser degree, and
with the layer mask you can then obviously
have the effect apply to only a specific area.
i.e., the application of these filters are quite
versatile in how subtle or pronounced you
want your desired effect to appear. Even if
you’re not all that au fait with Layers yet, it
should be fairly easy to figure out what you
need to do with the nik filters.
By now you shouldn’t be surprised to learn
that there is a User Defined Filter Option
where you can customize and combine filters
in ways that you prefer for future use.
After having played with the software for a
few weeks now, I am very impressed with the
software and the ways it can be used, from
subtle enhancements and corrections to
dramatically different looking photographs.
Combining user-friendliness with the how
elegantly powerful the software is, I’d have
Continued next page

“

The user guide is easy to follow and explains with clarity
what can be achieved with these filters.

Before

After

”

to highly recommend it for any
photographer working in the
digital medium.
Here are some more examples of
what I was able to do with the nik
filters:
At left:
Filter on the foliage, and erased
for grass in forefront. Impressively,
somehow the skin tones were
not affected much. Then the filter
was used over the couple to make
them pop out a bit more from the
background.

At left
- to turn the background into a
contrasty B&W.
- to make the sun appear warmer
and softer on the couple.

Before

As I have said before, the
combination of its user-friendliness
and elegant power make these
plug-ins a highly recommendable
software for the digital
photographer, whether digitizing
film images via a scanner or by
shooting directly with a digital
camera.
For more information or to
purchase, go directly to the
Nik Multimedia website
And, please feel free to post
comments & questions concerning
the use of this and other photo-enhancement software in the
Nikonians Software forum.

•

After
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USA

Netherlands

“Few Are Chosen: Street Photography and
the Book”
Suites of photographs from six milestones
in the history of photography, from Walker
Evan’s Many are Called – featuring his
famous hidden-camera portraits of subway
passengers – to Robert Frank’s classic The
Americans.
Through 6 Mar 05
The Metropolitan Museum of Art
1000 Fifth Avenue at 82nd St.
New York, NY 10028
Info at www.metmuseum.org

National Geographic “People in their
World”
Premier of this photography exhibition that
explores the various cultures of the world in
a striking visual manner.
Through 27 Feb 05
Wereldmuseum Rotterdam
Willemskade 25, 016 DM Rotterdam
Info at www.wereldmuseum.rotterdam.nl

Photoshop World Conference and Expo
Largest Photoshop event in the world.
8 Mar 05 to 10 Mar 05
Mandalay Bay Resort & Casino
3950 Las Vegas Boulevard South
Las Vegas, NV 89119
Info at www.photoshopworld.com

Australia
“Blue, White and Sunlight”
Ann Lanagan and Jack Lanagan
Through 20 Feb 05
80 Gold Street Studio
Collingwood VIC 3066
Info at www.goldstreetstudios.com.au

Japan
Photo Mentor Series: Japan
Experience the natural elegance and
fascinating culture of Japan with the help
of Mentor and Nikon photographers Moose
Peterson and Mark Edward Harris.
20 Mar 05 to 30 Mar 05
Info at www.mentorseries.com
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United Kingdom
Schweppes Photographic Portrait Prize
2004
Second year of this leading showcase for
new talent in portrait photography.
Through 20 Feb 05
National Portrait Gallery
St. Martin’s Place, London
Info at www.npg.org.uk
Stephan Moses: Deutsche Vita
One of the most influential photographers of
the 20th century, Stefan Moses has become
renowned for his photographic chronicle of
German society.
Through 20 Feb 05
Goethe Institute London
50 Princes Gate
Exhibition Road, SW7 2PH, London
Info at www.goethe.de
Horst A. Friedrichs: Spirit of Sufi Music
Exhibit capturing the spirit of Sufi music, a
form of Islamic mysticism.
Through 27 Feb 05
Horniman Museum
100 London Road
Forest Hill, SE23, London
Info at www.horniman.ac.uk

Check out the latest exhibits
in the Calendar by clicking here
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Advertise with us

You may find more information about us at:

As the trusted information source for the

http://www.nikonians.org/html/about/index.html

If you have any questions regarding this
publication, or if you want to advertise with
us, please use the online contact at:
http://www.nikonians.org/contact.html

You receive THE NIKONIAN because you
requested it. We hope you find it useful.
However, if you’d like your name to be
removed from the newsletter list, you can do
so at any time from THE NIKONIANS site at
http://www.nikonians.org

The nikonia, nikonian and nikonians
websites and THE NIKONIAN are not
associated with Nikon Corporation nor with
any of its subsidiaries or affiliates in any way.
All registered trademarks mentioned in this
newsletter are owned by their respective
corporations or individual owners. Nikonians
or its owners do not warrant the accuracy
or completeness of the information, text,
graphics, links or other items contained
within this newsletter. Nikonians or its
owners shall not be liable for any special,
indirect, incidental, or consequential
damages, including without limitation, lost
revenues or lost profits, which may result
from the use of the information held in this
newsletter.
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Writers & Columnists Wanted
Please include a short bio, URL, e-mail, and
snail-mail address. Your title and phone
number are valuable as well. Easiest way to
get in touch with us is by contacting us at:
http://www.nikonians.org/html/resources/
writers_wanted.html
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Nikon photography enthusiast for the past
four years, Nikonians and The Nikonian are
committed to remain your fastest route to
new business in 2004 and beyond.
The Nikonians community consists of over
26,000 passionate Nikon® photographers,
seeking equipment and accessories advice:
Over 90% of our members told us that they
purchased camera equipment after visiting
our site.
Advertise with us: Newsletters, eZine,
banners and more. We will help you with
your focused campaign. We are always
interested in reviewing any photography
related equipment and software. Interested
manufacturers may contact us.
Don’t hesitate, get in touch with us today:
http://www.nikonians.org/contact.html
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Nikonian Webring
The Official Nikonians Webring
We have set up a Nikonians Webring for
all of you with your own photo website.
Increase your traffic and get reviewed by
the Nikonians Team. Soon, the Nikonians
Webring Website of the Month will be
featured on our homepage.
http://www.nikonians.org/ringlink/index.html

We only accept personal websites owned
by Nikonians, that is, you must be a
member of the Nikonians community prior
to registering your site in the webring and
we do not accept commercial listings.

•
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